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Exemplary Agriculture: Organic Farming and Urban/Rural Space in China

This seminar will introduce and discuss exemplary agriculture, a small grassroots movement comprised of independent and small-scale organic farmers in Shanghai and the surrounding countryside. Participants—exemplary agriculturalists—worry about the trajectory of Chinese modernity. They want to make the experience of modernity better for urban residents by providing alternatives, and believe the culture and values of rural China can help.
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This seminar will introduce and discuss exemplary agriculture, a small grassroots movement comprised of independent and small-scale organic farmers in Shanghai and the surrounding countryside. Participants—exemplary agriculturalists—worry about the trajectory of Chinese modernity. They want to make the experience of modernity better for urban residents by providing alternatives, and believe the culture and values of rural China can help. Unlike alternative food movements in western nations, severe food safety concerns inform consumer interest in organic food in China. Continuing legacies of state socialism also significantly influence how exemplary agriculturalists approach their moral project. Two are of central importance: exemplary morality (leadership by example; the emulation of role models) and the demarcation of space (China’s urban/rural dichotomy). What does this movement achieve? In practical terms, exemplary agriculture forges a third and alternative space bridging the urban and rural. While it contains elements of both, strictly speaking it is neither. As such, exemplary agriculture celebrates and rebuffs the urban and the rural in equal measure, and is full of irony and contradiction.
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